
The majority of cyber-attacks are opportunistic: 

Cyber hackers are searching for websites with security vulnerabilities and outdated web applications 
that provide them with access to exploit and corrupt your website, processes and sensitive data.

32% of businesses have experienced a cyber attack in the last 12 months* and this threat is 
growing as businesses invest in new technology and cyber criminals use increasingly  
sophisticated techniques.

Gamasec is your first layer of protection:
GamaSec is a pre-breach tool designed to prevent cyber attacks and minimise your exposures. It 
uses cutting edge virtual hacker technology to identify and eradicate dangerous malware threats 
and website vulnerabilities that could leave your business exposed.

GamaSec provides website security and is designed for businesses of all sizes, but is especially 
suited to small and mid-sized companies.  

It is available to all CNA Hardy cyber policyholders at no additional charge. No installation is 
required, simply register your business with GamaSec (details overleaf).

*UK government Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2019

Register now with our new pre-breach partner, GamaSec and add another layer of protection 
to your cyber insurance policy.

6 key benefits of GamaSec

Free for all CNA Hardy  
Cyber Policyholders

Early identification  
of website vulnerabilities

Prevent web attacks  
& data breaches

Cloud-based,  
no installation or coding

Reports & online portal  
to check performance

Fast, simple setup with 
immediate protection

Protect Your Website & Data From Hackers.

Pre Breach Partner Service

More - GamaSec Protection and how to register >>

GamaSec



GamaSec detects vulnerabilities and dangerous malware that could disable your business. 
Here’s how it protects against major threats:

Malware Threats
Malware is any software designed intentionally to harm your computer: including viruses, 
trojans, worms, ransomware and spyware. Cyber criminals use malicious web addresses and 
URLs, usually sent via email, to trick people into clicking on them. 

Malware disrupts and disables IT and computer processes. It can delete or steal valuable 
data or hold a business to ransom.  

GamaSec runs daily malware detection & monitoring.

Web Vulnerability
A weakness or misconfiguration that allows a cyber criminal to gain access to a website, and 
possibly the hosting server. These vulnerabilities are used to insert malware, ransomware, 
distribute malicious content, spy on your operations or steal sensitive data. 

Vulnerabilities include using older versions of web browsers or Windows, outdated website 
Content Management Systems or plugins such as Adobe. 

GamaSec’s automated cloud-based virtual hacker scans for web application vulnerabilities 
on your website.

Denial of Service Attack: (optional extra)
These attacks flood a website with more visitors than it was built to handle, overloading the 
server and crashing its ability to function correctly. 

GamaSec monitors your website traffic and filters all malicious traffic.

Register Your Business Now:
No software to install, hardware or changes to your website code required.
Simply register your business with Gamasec and get instant protection.

1. Go to https://www.gamasec.com/CNAH.aspx

2. Add your name, company and current policy number

3. Your Gamasec Account is created and a confirmation email sent

4. GamaSec will scan your website for threats

Protect Your Website & Data From Hackers
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The information contained in this document does not represent a complete analysis of the topics presented and is provided for information purposes only. It is 
not intended as legal advice and no responsibility can be accepted by CNA Hardy for any reliance placed upon it. Legal advice should always be obtained before 
applying any information to the particular circumstances.
Please remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual terms, coverages, amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured.
All products may not be available in all countries.
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